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There was an error in the application: It has failed to start because
its side-by-side configuration is incorrect I have a problem with a

Delphi application. It's very simple. I installed it on C:\Program Files
(x86)\Company\Something\... But when I run the application it

shows the error: There was an error in the application: It has failed
to start because its side-by-side configuration is incorrect.

(Exception from HRESULT: 0x800736FD). The detailed error
information from windows is below. The Windows Side-by-side
configuration information for this application is: {100D2DD8}

{MyApp.exe} {#Name_of_the_application} - { } -
{0E2F6C04-08A4-4DC2-8FDF-96C0CC5B1522} = {

\\?\UNC\{139DA823-DEC3-47D0-8EF5-0A93C4A7BAD1}\MyApp.exe
} - {7C9E37B7-2A16-45F0-8D70-49401ACD0AA9} =

{Company\Product\Data\Localization\5054\file.ja.utf8} A: I had the
same problem. I just restarted the computer and then the

application worked. Field The disclosed technology relates to an
organic light-emitting diode display device and a method of

manufacturing the same. Description of the Related Technology
Organic light-emitting diode displays (OLEDs) have been widely

used in the display field because of their slim size and low power
consumption. In general, an OLED has a structure in which an anode
electrode, an organic light-emitting layer, and a cathode electrode

are sequentially laminated c6a93da74d
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